Infinity Dance Company
Class Descriptions
Tutus & Tuxes-  This is a 30 minutes class designed for the 2-3 year old just starting our! This class will
include introductions to basic movement by dancing and gymnastics. It will be a lively class and is perfect
to try if your little one may not be ready for a longer class with more structure.
Combo1,2,3- These are dance classes that combine ballet, tap and jazz into one 45 minute class.
Combo 1 is for the younger dancer ages 3-4. After completing Combo 1 you will advance to Combo 2
ages 4-5 followed by Combo 3 ages 5-7. We teach basic movement,flexibility, and technique, and
terminology. We like to learn in a positive and playful atmosphere. Exaggerated body movement and
“game” like lessons are used to keep the classes fun and geared to the younger kids.
Ballet CurriculumBeginning Ballet (1) - This is the beginning level for ballet students that are too old for our combo
classes. We will teach basic technique,terminology, and ballet movement. Students may be in this class
for 2-3 years. Moving up levels us up to the teachers discretion. * Dress code applies*
Intermediate Ballet ( 2) - This is continuation of the skills learned in the beginning level class. Students
begin to apply the basic skills and grow with them. They add to their knowledge and terminology and start
to prepare for advanced ballet and pre-pointe. *Dress code applies*
Advanced Ballet (3) & Pointe- These classes are for the ballet students who have had several years of
ballet. Students are expected to have an extensive knowledge of vocabulary and movement skills. Pointe
class is an invitation only class, your teacher will decide if you are ready to start this training. *Dress code
applies*
Tap CurriculumBeginning, Intermediate, Advanced Tap- These classes teach tap technique, progression,turns, and
combinations. Beginning Tap Class will start with basic terminology and technique and is the next step
after Combo 3. Intermediate and Advanced Tap will start to learn more difficult steps at a faster rate and
apply them at a faster pace as well. *Dress code applies*
Jazz Curriculum- It is highly recommended you take a Ballet class in conjunction with Jazz.
Beginning Jazz- This class is designed to start learning the basics of jazz dance and vocabulary. We will
learn basic turns, leaps, extensions etc. This is a great class to start for beginner dancers who are too old
to be in Combo 3.
Intermediate and Advanced Jazz- These classes will be adding new steps and vocabulary at a much
faster pace than in the beginning class. We will focus on more advanced turns, leaps, and combinations.

Hip Hop 1-  This class is an awesome class for beginners who want to join dance and are unsure of what
class to take! This class is not as “technical”. Kids get to express themselves in a fun upbeat style!
Hip Hop 2- This class is a few steps ahead of Hip Hop 1. Students will start to learn more difficult
movements. We will focus more on faster dancing and combinations. This class is fun filled class where
the kids can feel free!
Gymnastics Curriculum- Skill Assessment will be done yearly to determine placement.
Tiny Tumblers- This is a 45 minute gymnastics class for 2-4 year olds just starting out. We will
introduce gymnastic equipment and begin to utilize it. We will begin bridges,rolls, handstands, building
strength and confidence.
Level 1 Gym- This is a continuation of skills learned in Tiny Tumblers. The students will start to learn
more skills on all the apparatuses in the gym. Students will start to perfect cartwheels,roundoffs,
handstands, splits, bridges, etc.
Level 2 Gym- This class is for students who are ready to learn more advanced skills including
handsprings, ariels, and more advanced movements on the apparatuses.
Level 3 Gym- This class is for students who can do advanced skills without assistance. Back
Handsprings without a spot are required for this class. Students will start learning more difficult skills on
all apparatuses.
Tumbling - This class focuses strictly on floor gym. This will include handsprings, tucks, ariels, etc. Kids
will start working on tumbling passes. Students will also use the trampoline to perfect skills in preparation
to finalize the skills on the floor.
Boys Gym- This class is strictly for boys ONLY. Students will work on their flexibility and educate
themselves all all apperatuses in the gym. Students will focus on different gymnastic styles for men.
Time To Shine- This class is designed for individuals with any physical or developmental disabilities
such as Down Syndrome, Autism Spectrum Disorder, Cerebral Palsy, and other developmental delays (
including those requiring the use of a wheelchair). Our goal is to enrich the lives of these children through
the exploration of movement and dance concepts in a safe and structured environment.
●
●

All of our instructors have been trained in safety and the correct spotting techniques to ensure
everyone's safety. Keep in mind accidents can happen.
Our goal is to train and teach your child proper dance and gymnastics. The level at which we
place your child is where we feel that they can learn the best and most effectively, safely, and
correctly. Keep in mind that does not mean they will always get to be with their friends, or in the
same classes as most of their age group. We will place your child in the class where they will
benefit the most. Please allow us to do the best we can for your child.

